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ON 30 November 1937, the Cap -
tain of the Legionary Movement made
a famous statement, defining the coor-
dinates of Romanian foreign policy that
were to be followed when the Legion
took the power in the county:

I am against the Great Western De -
mo cracies, I am against the Little
En tente, I am against the Balkan
En ten te and I care little about the
League of Nations, in which I do not
believe. I am in favor of a Romanian
foreign policy aligned to that of Rome
and of Berlin, alongside the States
of the National Revolutions and 
ag ainst Bolshevism. 48 hours after
the victory of the Legionary Move -
ment, Romania will conclude an
alliance with Rome and Berlin, thus
beginning to fulfill its historical mis -
sion in this world: the defense of the
Cross, of Christian culture and 
civilization.1

“The British are stronger?
—We shall go with the
British. The Germans are
stronger?—We side with
them.” 
(Horia Sima)
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It must be said that this statement, together with another one made by 
Corn eliu Zelea Codreanu in front of Parliament,2 in 1931, with the memoran-
dum sent to King Carol II on 5 November 1936, with the telegrams sent to
Hitler and to Mussolini in 1937, and with the telegram sent on 12 March 1938
on the occasion of the Anschluss, came to express the theoretical foundations
behind the foreign policy agenda of the Legion.3
This agenda was implemented only partially and indirectly because, as we

know, the Legionary Movement never managed to form a government entirely
by itself and thus pursue its own foreign policy. This despite the fact that, in
the government created on 14 September 1940, Mihail Sturdza4 was the new
minister of foreign affairs. In actual fact, foreign policy remained largely the
province of General Ion Antonescu, the Leader of the state, and the legion-
naires failed to exert a decisive influence in this respect. This is indicated, for
instance, by the fact that all major agreements with Berlin were negotiated direct-
ly by Antonescu. The minister of foreign affairs did not take part in the nego-
tiations and was not even informed on their content.5
The government of the national-legionary state was little more than a hybrid

construct, with latent conflicts present since the very beginning and with every
faction involved believing that the alliance was but a temporary one. Furthermore,
we could even say that, despite Codreanu’s desire to stay away from power
until the Legion became strong and extremely united, their participation in
government came at a time when the organization was least prepared for it
and most of its leaders were—to quote a crude joke—like potatoes, under the
ground.6
Besides, the country had lost considerable territory precisely following the

decision taken by the states favored by the Romanian policy of that time, name-
ly, Germany and Italy. Faced with Soviet and Hungarian revisionism, Antonescu
and the legionnaires realized that the only chance to oppose the threat was an
alliance with Germany. The two aforementioned countries were not blamed
for the territorial losses suffered by Romania, and all responsibility was shifted
on the shoulders of the politicians of the previous regime. Thus, Horia Sima,
who was a sort of lay vicar of Codreanu during the national-legionary state,
stated the following: “Do not hastily accuse the Axis Powers for the Vienna Award,
when you did everything in your power to antagonize those powers, to the point
of placing Romania in their enemies’ camp. How did you expect Rome and Berlin
to treat Romania, a country involved in countless plots and attempts against their
security and in the service of Moscow?”7
The legionnaires, aware of the magnitude of the territorial loss in question,

believed that the victory of September 6 was a much more significant event. In
keeping with the tenets of their doctrine, they considered that for the first time
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in history, Romanians had become masters of their own fate, and the joy of being
rid of the regime deemed responsible for the territorial losses far exceeded the
pain suffered over the loss of Transylvania.8
Once the two factions in the government divided the portfolios,9 Minister

of Foreign Affairs Mihail Sturdza started a bitter struggle against Antonescu in
the attempt to appoint this own people within the ministry.10 At the same time,
he firmly advocated an alliance between Romania and the Axis, accompanied
by the severing of all other political connections. During the negotiations between
the Leader and Minister Sturdza, the latter also demanded that members of
the Legion be sent as ambassadors to the countries that had experienced “nation-
al revolutions,” namely, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and then Greece.11
During the national-legionary state, under the influence of Horia Sima and

through the agency of Mihail Sturdza, the Movement pursued a foreign policy
aligned to that of totalitarian states such as Germany and Italy. Apart from the
shared ideological basis, behind this policy we find another important cause. It
was believed that the main directions in Romanian foreign policy had to be set
in keeping with the constant threat represented by the eastern neighbor. If, in the
case of France, the hereditary enemy was Germany, when it came to Romania
this nefarious role was played by the Soviet Union.12 Firmly believing that, of
all foreign invasions and occupations, the Slavic onslaught had been the only
to threaten the very survival of the Romanian nation, in his book entitled Tinere -
tul ºi politica externã (The youth and foreign policy) Mihail Polihroniade stated
an axiom that was not to be forgotten: Romania cannot fight alongside the Soviet
Union.13 His conclusion was indeed hyperbolic. Seeing the Russia of that time
as hell on earth, bound to annihilate millennia of civilization, the nations of man,
and mock God, the author rhetorically asked: “Why should we make a pact
with the devil? To gain hell?”14
At least at the level of statements, the support of the “new European order”

of Hitler and Mussolini was total. The position of the Iron Guard with regard
to Italy and Germany was summed up as follows by Mihail Manoilescu: “We
are not alongside the Axis, but in the Axis.”15 Still, it seems that the legion-
naires were a lot more attracted by Italy than by Germany, and it was only the
economic and political inferiority of the former that prevented the legionnaires
from establishing even stronger relations with Mussolini’s regime.
Contacts between Romania and Italy were many in number. Thus, in early

October 1940, the Fascist Party hosted in Padua a meeting of young European
nationalists, with delegates from Germany, Spain, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Ro -
mania.16 The Romanian delegation consisted of 120 “green shirts,” most of them
students.17 Between 13 and 17 November, General Antonescu and the minister
for foreign affairs visited Italy and were received by Mussolini and by Ciano.
Ostensibly, the visit demonstrated the excellent relations between the two states,
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but in actual fact it revealed the presence of major disagreements. Each side
was disappointed with the other. Mussolini still felt offended by Antonescu’s luke-
warm response to his offer of sending an Italian military mission to Romania,
while the leader of the Romanian state was himself quite sour over the extreme-
ly pro-Hungarian verdict given by the Altenburg–Roggeri Commission18 in
No vember of 1940.19
Without overlooking the relations with Italy, it is obvious that the most impor-

tant Romanian foreign policy decisions had to do with Germany. The arrival
of the first command units of the German military mission20 led by General
Erik Hansen, and especially Romania’s joining the Tripartite Pact, on 23 Novem -
ber 1940,21 are two major developments of that time, decisively shaping Roma -
nian foreign policy over the four years that followed. It must be said that the
negotiations regarding Romania’s membership in the Tripartite Pact were con-
ducted exclusively by the Leader, without the participation or even the consul-
tation of the minister of foreign affairs.22
Interestingly enough, relations between the Iron Guard and Germany were

not as good as one might have expected. Both the Reich’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Wehrmacht had little sympathy for the Legionary Movement. The
same could be said about the German personnel sent to Romania. With the excep-
tion of Kurt Geissler, the Gestapo chief for Romania, of Albrecht Otto von
Bolschwing, the head of the SD, and of Arthur Konradi, AO23 director in Bucharest,
all of the other leading German officials had a rather negative opinion when it
came to the members of the Legionary Movement.24 On the other hand, the Iron
Guard had the support of Himmler and of the SS. It would seem, however,
that the sympathy demonstrated by the most extreme of the Nazis was not enough
to generate a favorable opinion of the legionnaires in Germany. The purchase—
for next to nothing—of Jewish companies by German businessmen also creat-
ed some discontent among the members of the Iron Guard who, themselves
nationalists, refused to blindly obey Germany.25 Another reason why relations
between Germany and the Legionary Movement were somewhat strained had to
do with the latter’s lack of internal cohesion, two factions operating alongside
that of Horia Sima. One such faction was led by Ion Zelea Codreanu and his
sons, Decebal and Horia, while the other, more influential in Transylvania, was
strongly anti-German and was led by a certain Cojocaru.26
Romania’s signing of the Tripartite Pact and especially the arrival of the German

military mission led to the adoption of a firm position in regard to Hungary.
Publicly stating that “the Vienna Award is a thing of the past,” Horia Sima
and the other leaders of the Legion initiated a seemingly endless series of anti-
Hungarian attacks, denouncing the atrocities perpetrated by the Hungarian author-
ities.27 In his turn, Antonescu used every opportunity to remind Hitler of the fact
that Romania’s territory had been mutilated to the advantage of Hungary.
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All of the above clearly indicate that the foreign policy strategy pursued by
the Legionary Movement stemmed form a certain perception of international
affairs, a perception that differed radically from that of state officials and of the
democratic parties.28 It is largely true that, during the interwar period, Romanian
foreign policy was somewhat undecided, driven in one direction and then in
another, in keeping with the shifts in the European balance of power.29 Horia
Sima was quite explicit when it came to the duplicitous policies pursued by the
governments of Greater Romania: “The British are stronger?—We shall go
with the British. The Germans are stronger?—We side with them. The Russians
are stronger? The alchemists of Romanian policy did not hesitate to cultivate
the Russians as well.”30
The legionnaires wanted to demolish the prestige traditionally enjoyed in

Romania by Britain and France. In their opinion, the Western nations were wag-
ing an absurd war, precisely against the countries whose stated objective was
the defense and preservation of Western civilization.31 This observation was chiefly
aimed at Britain, as on 22 June 1940 France had signed an armistice that was
little more than a capitulation, and the British were the only ones left to oppose
the victorious Wehrmacht. According to the legionnaires, the British attitude was
another indication of the mutual lack of understanding between German nation-
al-socialism and the Western democracies.32 Besides, they believed that, in the
past, Romanian politicians had lacked a sound mentality, devising their foreign
policies in keeping with the advice and seeking the approval of Western diplo-
mats. This situation, this dependence upon Britain and France, was presently seen
as utterly shameful and humiliating.33
As indicated in the previous pages, thinking of the endless Romanian-Russian

antagonism, the Legionary Movement always believed that British policy was
incompatible with that of Romania, as the latter had different enemies and dif-
ferent problems to solve.34 While the island state could always follow a third path,
neutrality or even an alliance with the United States, Romania could only choose
between the two powers that enclosed between them Central and Eastern Europe:
Germany and the Soviet Union. The belief in the nefarious role played by the
Romanian Jewry and the strong influence enjoyed by Jewish circles in Britain
also increased the anti-British feelings of the legionnaires. They believed that
Romania was being made to play the part of a buttress for the Western states,
Romanian foreign policy being judged strictly in terms of its similarity to Wes -
tern policies.
Britain was directly or indirectly accused of all possible evils, the anti-British

psychosis being extremely strong among the legionnaires. Thus, the British
territorial guarantees had been nothing but empty words, valid until they actu-
ally had to be implemented. Besides, London was seen as the world center of the
Judeo-Masons. The loss of Bessarabia and the Vienna Award would have not
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taken place had the Romanian foreign policy been independent from that of
the Foreign Office. Allegedly, Poland had refused to negotiate with Germany
because of British interference, and thus Britain was accused of having started
the most devastating conflagration in history, the Second World War.35 Attention
was also paid to the activity of the foreign governments operating in exile in
London. According to the legionnaires, these governments were working against
the interests of their respective peoples. Besides, British diplomacy was doing
its best to isolate Germany. The conclusion was that an alliance with Britain
was completely out of the question and, furthermore, Britain had to be driven
away from the continent, its “perfidiousness” being the cause of all unfortu-
nate events occurred in the past in the field of international relations.
Quite interesting is the attitude towards Britain of Commander von Müller,

aide-de-camp to Admiral Canaris, an attitude described by the future Romanian
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mihail Sturdza, in his book, România ºi sfârºitul
Europei: Amintiri din þara pierdutã (Romania and the end of Europe: Memories
of a lost country). Amazingly enough, the future minister of foreign affairs
was told that his country should do everything in order to avoid a war with Britain,
for Great Britain always wins.36
The excesses of the Iron Guard, the assassinations at Jilava and especially

the murder of Nicolae Iorga and of Virgil Madgearu came to strain even fur-
ther the relations between the two government factions: on the one hand, General
Antonescu, supported by the army, and, on the other, the Legionary Movement.
In December of 1940 the Leader took direct action against the legionnaires.

Among other things, Mihail Sturdza was sacked from his position as minister
of foreign affairs. After December 23, his attributions were “provisionally” taken
up by Antonescu, who was presently receiving all the reports sent by Romania’s
diplo matic missions.37 With the sacking of Mihail Sturdza the influence of the
Le gionary Movement over Romanian foreign policy basically came to an end,
and the same happened to the attempt to put into practice its anti-British 
psychosis.
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Abstract
The Foreign Policy of the Legionary Movement during the National-Legionary Regime
in Romania: Attitudes towards Britain

Taking into account the incessant Romanian-Russian antagonism, the Legionary Movement’s per-
manent position was that British foreign policy was incompatible with that of Romania, the lat-
ter having problems and enemies different from those of Britain. The belief in the negative role
that the Jews had in Romania and the powerful influence of the Jewish circles in Britain increased
the anti-British feelings of the legionnaires. Britain was accused, directly or indirectly, of all pos-
sible evils, the anti-British psychosis being extremely strong within the ranks of the Legion.
Consequently, the British guarantee extended to Romania in April 1939 was seen as nothing
more that empty words and London was considered the center of the international Jewish Masonry.
The loss of Bessarabia and the Vienna Award would never have taken place had it not been for
the alignment of Romania’s foreign policy to that of the Foreign Office. Poland allegedly refused
the German invitation to discussions due to British interference, Britain being thus accused of start-
ing the Second World War. The activity of the governments in exile to London—which, accord-
ing to the members of the Legionary Movement, led a policy opposed to the interests of their own
countries—did not escape notice, and neither did the tendency of British diplomacy to encircle
Germany. The conclusion was that, according to the legionnaires, an alliance with Britain was
out of the question. Furthermore, Britain had to be driven away from the continent, since its
“perfidiousness” was the cause of all unfortunate events occurred in the past in the field of inter-
national relations.
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